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Abstract: Infrastructure less communication strategies have
greatly evolved and found its way to most of our real life
applications like sensor networks, terrestrial communications,
military communications etc. The communication pattern for all
these scenarios being identical i.e. encounter based communication;
characteristics of each communication domain are distinct. Hence
the protocols applied for each environment should be defined
carefully by considering its own communication patterns. While
designing a routing protocol the main aspects under consideration
include delay, connectivity, cost etc. In case of applications having
limited connectivity, concept of Delay tolerant network (DTN) is
deployed, which assists delivering messages even in partitioned
networks with limited connectivity by using store and forward
mechanism. Node properties like contact duration, inter contact
duration, location, community, direction of movement, angle of
contact etc. may be used for designing different routing protocols
for DTN. This paper introduces a new protocol that exploits the
features of both community based as well as location based routing
protocols to achieve higher data delivery ratio in vehicular
scenarios. Simulation results obtained show that proposed
algorithms have improved delivery ratio compared to existing
routing algorithms which use any one of the above property
individually.
Keywords—DTN; VANET; Location based; Community based.

1. Introduction
DTN contains ad-hoc nodes forwarding data through
opportunistic contacts [1]. Owing to the sparse network and
dynamic nodes, an end-end path communication mode does
not exist in DTN. Infrastructure less mode of communication
in DTN has its own advantages in areas where setting up a
backbone network is tedious and extravagant.
In DTN, nodes may suffer from long delays due to the
frequent disconnections and partition of the network. In order
to establish reliable communication under above discussed
impediments, DTN uses store and forward mechanism for
message forwarding [2], [3]. Even though this is the only
existing and possible method of communication in DTN, it
should be optimized in order to achieve high delivery ratio
by adopting proper routing protocols.
Different routing strategies belonging to different class of
routing were widely used for message transmission in DTN
until concepts of social networks took its attention. Since
DTN serves human society, exploiting the social behavior of
communicating nodes can facilitate improved data delivery in
such networks [4]. So far location based social information
i.e. geographical co-ordinates distance between nodes etc. [5]
[6] and encounter based social information i.e. contacts of
individuals, social similarity, social centrality etc. [7] [8] [9]
were widely studied for designing new protocols. Besides

social characteristics, community is also important while
developing routing protocols because the nodes from same
community
may
have
identical
movement
and
communication patterns compared to nodes belonging to
different communities. This property helps a message carrier
to find more apt relay to reach destination.
Each class of routing protocol for DTN has its own
limitations. For e.g. location based routing forwards data to a
node which is geographically closer to destination. Since
contact pattern and mobility patterns are not considered, they
may select inefficient routing paths and hence can't guarantee
optimal delivery ratio. Similarly encounter based protocols
logically try to choose best relay nodes using history of
encounters. Even though it may provide improved delivery
ratio, looping of packets or long delays can occur in these
protocols since location information is not taken into account
for routing. In community based protocols, routing across the
communities faces difficulties because of weak
communication opportunity between inter community nodes.
In order to overcome the limitations of above mentioned
routing classes namely location based and community based,
protocols should be defined over multiple matrices. This
paper proposes a new routing protocol which incorporates
essence of most of the above discussed strategies.
Community structure, location information such as
coordinates of nodes, distance between nodes, and mobility
pattern like movement vector, velocity of nodes have been
selectively encapsulated to provide much better delivery
opportunities.
Proposed work contributes a routing strategy that can be used
in both DTN as well as in Non-DTN environments. This
protocol may be of great use in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
(VANET) environment, where all the nodes are under
continuous motion, due to its ability to combine mobility
information with community structure.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes about
the main concepts of location based and community based
routing as well as a brief description of related works.
Section III throws light on the proposed strategy and its
algorithms. Obtained results based on three different
scenarios will be discussed in section IV and section V
concludes the paper with a brief description about potential
future work.

2. Related Works
Geographic information can be applied for data delivery in
DTN's since it is one of the aspects of social information.
Several location-based routing protocols have been proposed
in the last few years for wireless networks [10], [11], [12].
To enabling routing, accurate positioning of nodes in the
network is needed for such routing strategies. Hence each
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node in the network should be equipped with a GPS device in
order to track its position.
Routing based on location information can be classified
mainly into two categories: (1) geographical distance based,
and (2) mobility pattern based.
In [43], the authors have classified and compared DTN based
and non-DTN based geographic routing protocols for
VANETS and have suggested when each of the approaches
are suitable in vehicular network scenario. For instance, some
network applications require faster transmission even though
they may tolerate packet loss to a certain extent, in such
situations non- DTN geographical-based routing protocols
may be used. While some applications require assured
delivery but can tolerate delay in packet transmissions, and
hence DTN based geographical based routing protocols may
be useful in such cases. A hybrid approach whereby one may
exploit advantages of both the approaches and improve
transmission performance is also possible. DTN based
approaches make sure that the packet reaches its destination
even if there is some delay, while non-DTN based routing
protocols exploit storage and speed of nodes to ensure timely
delivery of packets.
Routing protocols based on geographical distance use
distance between a node and destination as a metric to
forward data, where geographical distance is the distance
measured along the surface of the earth. Some of the popular
routing protocols in this category are discussed below.
In Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [13], the
neighbor’s position obtained through information exchange
procedure will be used to define a greedy strategy which
locally chooses the next hop geographically closer to
destination. At local maxima (if no candidate node exists in
that region which is closer to destination) GPSR uses the
right hand rule which includes traversing the interior of a
closed polygonal region in clockwise direction to identify the
next hop. This is known as routing around the perimeter
region. GPSR requires a planar graph constructed from the
network model for its proper working.
The Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR) [14]
also requires a planar graph for its operation. GPCR
identifies streets and junctions from this planar graph and
restricts the greedy forwarding phase by transferring data to
nodes at junctions only. These junction nodes will choose
more appropriate neighbor nodes to reach the destination. As
a repair strategy at local maxima, GPCR also uses perimeter
routing strategy as in GPSR. The assumption of always
finding a node at junctions makes the protocol impractical at
some point of time.
Mobility-Centric Data Dissemination Algorithm for Vehicle
Network (MDDV) [15] also follows above discussed
strategy. With the use of a GPS system it identifies a
candidate relay node which is closer to destination region. It
lags behind since there is no route recovery mechanism
proposed in this work neither is it equipped with any
recovery strategy when the geographic routing is not
applicable.
Use of navigation system in GeOpps [16] detects the nodes
which may move closer to destination. Calculation of the
time required to travel through the shortest path from next
point in movement direction to destination will help to find
the more appropriate neighbor to forward the message. This
strategy is repeated until the data is delivered to the
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destination. The requirement to estimate arrival time to even
geographically far nodes needs global view of the network
and makes the protocol difficult to be implemented in DTN's.
Three different modes of data forwarding are introduced in
the hybrid routing strategy GeoDTN+Nav [17] namely a
greedy mode, a perimeter mode and a DTN mode. Greedy
mode and perimeter mode work exactly similar to the
working strategy of GPSR and GPCR. When the network
becomes sparse, protocol changes its mode of routing into
DTN mode to get the benefit of custody transfer. Switching
between non-DTN mode and DTN mode is determined by
network connectivity which mainly depends upon neighbor’s
direction to the destination, neighbor’s delivery quality and
the number of hops a packet has traveled.
A location-based overlay for DTN's was proposed by Locus
[18]. This protocol keeps the data in a specific area with the
help of neighbor devices. The region where the data should
belong to is termed as home region and the node which is
geographically closer to data's home region is selected as the
next hop in data forwarding. But this strategy triggers only if
some nodes are there in the home region of data and it
requires multiples copies of a data as well.
Study of different protocols under location based routing
strategy reveals that most of them depend heavily on
geographical distance between the nodes and purely work as
greedy algorithm. But when greedy mode fails they introduce
some repair strategy which mostly includes brute force
approaches to overcome the packet losses.
While establishing communication and navigation systems,
we need the live movement information of the user so as to
keep the routing in synchronization with the movement of the
user in a timely manner. The above mentioned goal can be
accomplished by retrieving the movement related
information that includes the path already covered by the
user and the possible paths that can be undertaken. For this
purpose some models are used to facsimile the movement
information and are called MOBILITY models. While
framing the utility measure, the frequencies with which the
nodes meet also need to be considered.
A routing technique called MV Routing [19] uses the node
meeting frequency factor. It defines “home community”
where the nodes passed by or stayed close to, most frequently
and then selects a node having higher utility value for home
community as the relay node. This technique facilitates the
forwarding of data even to a stationary node. As in the case
of stationary nodes, the meeting frequency cannot be
determined, the visits to these stationary nodes are taken as a
base factor.
Some routing algorithms like VeRo [20] and MoVe [21] use
movement vector as the basis to finalize the resultant
trajectory. Nodes in VeRo stress upon the locations and angle
of changes and forwards packet if the candidate node is
going away from it. But MoVe considers the information like
velocity and direction to retrieve the shortest possible path
between the node encountered and the destination. This
information can be collected by exchanging the trajectory
information.
The co-location information (the probability of nodes to
reach the same location) gives a poor sight of the path to be
covered. It can still be used in combination with some other
functions to identify if the delivery will be accomplished.
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One of the possible additives can be the change of degree of
node and the mentioned merger is used as it is in CAR [22].
In order to calculate the node trajectory, the Euclidean
distance can be considered as a major factor. The node
having lesser value of distance from the destination node can
be used as the next stop. “Mobyspace” [23] uses the similar
technique to establish the source to destination path for
delivery of message. In order to calculate the Euclidean
distance, the vector includes two important values: the nodes
that have already been covered and the amount of time spent
at each of them.
A generic Geographical Heuristic Routing (GHR) protocol
has been proposed in [44] that can be applied to any DTN
geographical routing protocol for taking hop-by-hop
forwarding decisions. It adapts simulated annealing and
Tabu-search meta-heuristics in VANET routing protocols for
taking optimal routing decisions in contrast to greedy
decisions taken in most of the VANET routing protocols.
In [45], a secure geographic routing protocol called
PrivHab has been proposed which makes use of
cryptographic techniques to preserve nodes’ privacy. It learns
the moving and visiting pattern of the nodes and then selects
the best relay node for message forwarding.
In [46], each node builds an inter-contact graph of the
nodes to which it contacts and the weights of the links are
assigned based on average delay and variance of the delay
between two node encounters. This information is used in
multi-copy routing protocol for copy- distribution and for
taking forwarding decision.
A wide variety of Location based strategies are also used
for underwater wireless sensor networks some of which are
for delay tolerant applications and some for non delay
tolerant applications [42].
DTNs have routing strategies greatly inspired by
communication patterns of the humans in the society. The
society can be further subdivided into various communities
such that inter community communication is a bit strenuous
but intra community communication is ultra-fast and easy to
handle..
Label Routing, proposed by Hui and Crowcroft [24] uses the
social structure to identify the path from source to
destination. The name “Label” signifies that a label is
associated with each person in a community. Whenever two
people meet the labels are identified and the message is
transferred to the node closer to the destination community.
The process repeats until the message is delivered to the
defined destination. Thus here people are used as conveyor
for the node related information which can be exchanged
when two people meet. This is an example of Pocket
Switched Networks (PSNs) [25].
An enhancement to Label was devised by Hui et.al. in a
routing protocol called Bubble Rap which uses K-clique
based flow of data [26]. In addition to social communities as
in the case of Label Routing, social relationships are also
utilized in this routing protocol. Each node has two factors
associated with it the global social centrality (defined in
terms of inter community communication) and the local
social centrality (defined in terms of intra community
communication). The data transfer from source to destination
occurs in two phases. The first phase includes the transfer of
data from the source node community to the community
containing the destination node which is based on
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comparison of global social centrality measure of nodes
encountered. The second phase includes the data transfer to
the specified node within the destination community and this
flow is based on the comparison of local social centrality
measure of the nodes encountered until the message reaches
its destination.
The data forwarding can even be extended to multicasting
using the above mentioned features i.e. social centrality and
social community structure. A method incorporating this was
proposed by Gao et. al. [27] which uses the social centrality
feature in case of single data multicasting and considers even
the latter feature for multiple data multicasting. In each of the
scenarios, the node with the highest respective value is fixed
as the next hop. The delivery probability of nodes is the key
measure when the structural part is considered i.e. in multiple
data multicasting.
LocalCom [28] is a method proposed to identify the social
community structure. The sum of degree of a node and its
neighbors is considered as a factor to divide the nodes into
communities. A high value of this sum signifies that the
nodes should belong to the same community. Following this
algorithm, the message is directly forwarded to the
destination in a single hop which is based on the hop count
distance within the community. If the message is to be
forwarded from one community to another, bridges are used.
As the first step, the data is forwarded to the bridge in a
fashion similar to data forwarding within a community. The
selection of best suited bridge is done by pre pruning
mechanism. The data is then further transferred on the basis
of dynamic information. Thus the inter community data
transfer includes pre pruning; to identify the best bridge and
data transfer based on dynamic information.
Another measure that can be used to classify nodes into
communities can be the transfer delay between the nodes.
The nodes having shorter delay can be grouped into a single
community. Considering such nodes as friends, an algorithm
was proposed called Friendship Based Routing (FBR) [29].
Since the basis of classification is the time delay to transfer,
this mechanism holds different communities having a wide
variety of delay periods. If we want to transfer a message
within a community, the message is sprayed to many nodes
belonging to the same community. In case of message to be
delivered to some other community, the hop selections are
concerned with time. The data can be forwarded to next
community only if the transfer delay of the two
communicating communities is comparable. Thus a sequence
of hops is formed based on the delay and the message is
finally handed over to the destination.
Another routing algorithm based on social community
structure is known as the Homing Spread Routing Algorithm
[30]. It considers the locations that are shared and visited by
people with some common motives as “Community Homes”.
These community homes are the first to get the data to be
forwarded. From here the data can be forwarded to users
which can eventually fork out the data to the destination
when encountered.
The above mentioned algorithm works with a limited
knowledge and local observations. To rectify this, another
algorithm called the Community-aware Opportunistic
Routing was proposed [31]. Like the Homing spread routing,
this algorithm too works on the principle of community
homes but the measure to identify these homes is different.
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The nodes having highest centrality values are considered to
be the community homes. Each of these nodes identifies the
best suitable path towards the destination based on the
transfer delay. Once the forwarding routes are finalized, the
data is forwarded by each of the community homes. The
process is continued until the data reaches the destination
home.
Another social based algorithm was proposed by Abdelkedar
et al. called SGBR [32] which forms social groups node
contact frequency with each other rather than with all nodes
in the network in the past. Thus this algorithm surpasses the
above mentioned community based routing algorithms in the
sense that it works only on local information and does not
require network wide information each time.
Another forwarding proposal called CiPRO [33] uses the
meeting probability of the given nodes in a certain span of
time. Hence a message is forwarded to another node only if
the meeting probability of that node with the destination is
higher than the meeting probability of the current node. Thus
in order to optimize the forwarding efficiency, a database of
the meeting probabilities of nodes is maintained so as to
predict the best possible route from source to destination.
An example of similar methodology is presented in a scheme
called SocialCast [34] which envisages the interest that the
nodes share with each other. The utility measure of nodes is
calculated on the basis of the data interest shared among
nodes. Thus based on this measure the utility of a given node
can be estimated over some given interest. Hence along with
the messages the users need to define even the interest so that
the most preferable path can be articulated.
ContentPlace [35] is an algorithm that takes into account the
cost to access the required object and the interactions of a
given user with other users of same or different community.
On these measures, a function is calculated and the best data
object for a given user interest is extracted. These objects can
then be forwarded to all the communities that have strong
interactions with the user.
There have been some algorithms proposed that rectify the
limitation of overlooking the dynamic nature of users in the
social community structure. An example in this league is
dLife [36]. It considers the variable values of frequency and
duration of interactions among different users at different
periods of time. It keeps track of time spans when the
interactions are at the peak and the data is forwarded
correspondingly.
There is a class of algorithms that takes into account the
social structure and data interest along with the dynamic
mobility of users among communities or within. SCORP
[37] is one such algorithm which stresses upon the data
interest of a given node along with the interests of the nodes
that have previously been encountered. The message is
forwarded to nodes having the same interest as the type of
the message that is being forwarded. It considers the common
data interest shared by the users.
However, community formation based on social information
is different from cluster formation in networks whose main
purpose is to improve data delivery in large-scale networks.
In [41], a hierarchical routing protocol for DTNs is proposed
which is based on optimal selection of cluster head and uses
multiple message ferries for inter cluster communication. The
cluster head election is based on the residual energy, the
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intra-cluster distance, the node degree and the headcount of
probable CHs.
Thus after a brief review of the different community based
algorithms, it may be concluded that the real time social
structure can be very well used to inspire the actual routing
algorithms to work efficiently. These algorithms are still rigid
when implemented and have a great scope for further
amendments. These algorithms also lag behind in terms of
utilizing the mobility pattern of nodes. Since the actual users
are mobile and dynamic, hence further advanced techniques
to continuously monitor the movements and interactions need
to be incorporated to obtain the optimal results.

3. Proposed Work
In DREAM [38], authors proposed mobility based routing
scheme, where the source node logically consider an arc of
theta degree in the direction of destination and forwards the
message to a node residing in that arc. While designing the
protocol the angle theta is chosen in such a way that by the
time the relay mode reaches the destination, it will still be
inside that arc. This process repeats until the message reaches
destination. But this architecture does not consider the
coverage area of individual nodes. If coverage area is very
less, there may be a possibility that by the time relay node
reaches the destination, destination may reside in the arc but
not essentially in contact range.
To design CALAR, the forwarding metric takes into account
the arc in the movement of direction in combination with the
community structure. K clique Community detection
algorithm is used for identifying distributed as well as
overlapping community patterns in the network. Since
CALAR considers location as well as community
information; protocol is able to overcome the disadvantages
of both the categories such as looping, inter community
routing etc. Consideration of location based information
makes the protocol more suitable for vehicular environment.
A. It is assumed that the formed communities maybe
overlapping in nature and e ach node is equipped with a GPS
device so as to keep track of its location in the network.
The communicating nodes in the given network
environment are primarily partitioned into overlapping
communities using K-clique community detection algorithm
on a predefined threshold value. When two nodes meet each
other, the message transferring decision has to be taken by
considering the following cases:
Suppose node ‘A’ wants to deliver a message to destination
node ‘D’ and node ‘A’ meets node ‘B’. The below mentioned
scenarios may occur.
Case I:
If ‘A’ and ‘B’ belong to different communities as that of ‘D’:
Here both ‘A’ and ‘B’ will consider an Arc of 2ө in their
direction of movement as shown in Figure 1 and count the
number of nodes belonging to destination community inside
that arc. If node ‘B’ has a node count greater than node ‘A’,
then it will forward the message to ‘B’.
The value of ө should be selected carefully such that by the
time the source node reaches current position of an extreme
node in the arc, it doesn’t go out of the coverage area of
source. The arc should be taken symmetrical to both sides of
the movement vector (symmetric with angle ө on both sides).
The number of nodes in the arc show which node (‘A’ or ‘B’)
is moving towards the destination community. Hence by
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checking the density of destination community nodes inside
the arc always guarantees that the message will forwarded to
a relay node having more chances to meet the destination
community nodes.
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away or ‘D’ is. In this case check which nodes move towards
‘D’. If both move towards ‘D’ then replicate the copy. If only
B is moving towards ‘D’ then forward the message. If only
‘A’ is moving then forwarding is not required. Finally if both
‘A’ and ‘B’ move away from ‘D’ then check which one has
higher probability to meet more number of nodes belonging
to destination community by constructing the arc and forward
message to ‘B’, if it is the one.
Algorithm to identify meeting probability of tqo nodes
using their movement vectors:
Figures 2-5 show the different movement patterns of a node
with respect to a destination node. The algorithm to identify
the meeting probability of two nodes using movement vectors
and their angle of inclination needs to consider the following
cases:
Case I:

Figure 1: Constructing ARC along Movement Vector
Both ‘A’ and ‘B’ having no such node indicates that both are
away from the destination community. Hence it needs to be
checked whether ‘B’ is in the direction of ‘D’. If yes, forward
the message to ‘B’. If ‘A’ also moves in the direction of ‘D’
(‘A’ and ‘B’ in the same direction) then replicate the message
copy.
Case II:
If node ‘A’ belongs to Destination Community but ‘B’
doesn’t:
Since ‘A’ and ‘D’ belongs to same community there is a
higher probability to meet ‘D’ nearby. But to check whether
‘A’ is away from its home community, consider the arcs as in
case 1. If ‘A’ has less number of nodes belonging to
destination community in its arc as compared to ‘B’, it’s
probable that ‘A’ is away from its home community and ‘B’
is going towards destination community. In this case forward
the message copy to ‘B’. If ‘A’ is having higher number of
such nodes in its arc than ‘B’, then do not forward, since it
implies that ‘A’ is closer to destination community.
If both ‘A’ and ‘B’ have nearly equal number of nodes
belonging to destination community in their arcs, it is clear
that ‘A’ is in home community, both ‘A’ and ‘B’ are close to
destination. Now check whether ‘B’ is moving towards the
destination. If yes, replicate the message. Since ‘A’ already
belongs to D’s community, to reduce overhead ratio replicate
only if ‘A’ is away from ‘D’ and ‘B’ is moving towards ‘D’.
If both ‘A’ and ‘B’ have less number (nearly zero) of nodes
belonging to destination community in their arc, then both
nodes may be away from D’s community. By considering the
fact that ‘A’ may soon return to its home community, it will
not forward the message copy to ‘B’.
Case III:
If ‘B’ and ‘D’ belongs to same community but ‘A’ doesn’t:
Since ‘A’ met ‘B’, most probably ‘A’ is in D’s home
community. So check whether ‘A’ is moving away or towards
the destination. If moving away then forward the copy to ‘B’,
else replicate the copy only if ‘B’ is moving towards ‘D’.
Even if ‘A’ and ‘B’ meet outside the home community of ‘D’
the above rule is applicable.
Case IV:
If ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘D’ belong to same community:
Here the probability is high for all the three nodes being
near their home community. If not, either ‘A’ and ‘B’ are

Figure 2: Nodes moving parallel
Suppose movement vectors of node ‘A’ and node ‘D’ are
parallel (angle between and
is same as that of angle
between
and
as shown in Figure 2), then the vertical
distance between their movement vectors needs to checked.
If it is less than the sum of their coverage range, then in near
future they will contact and the messages can be delivered
from node A to destination node D. The case where vertical
distance between their vectors is more than sum of their
coverage area then node A is ignored as a relay as there is
very less probability that node ‘A’ and ‘D’ will come in
contact.
Case II: If node ‘A’ and ‘D’ move in opposite direction such
that their movement vectors are anti-parallel (if the angle
between and
is ө then angle between and
will be
180-ө as shown in Figure 3), then it needs to be checked
whether nodes have already crossed each other or not (if ө is
less than 90 degree then this denotes that nodes have not
crossed each other).

Figure 3: Nodes moving Anti Parallel
If the nodes have not crossed each other and the vertical
distance between them is less than the sum of their coverage
range, then there is a chance that the nodes may contact each
other in near future. Else if the nodes already crossed each
other or if the distance between the movement vectors is
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greater than their combined coverage range then there is a
negligible chance that the two nodes will meet each other.
Case III: If movement vectors of nodes ‘A’ and ‘D’ are skew
vectors (not parallel and anti-parallel), then check whether
they move in the same direction or in opposite direction (if
the angle between
and
is greater than or equal to 90
degree then they are moving in opposite direction as shown
in Figure 4). Nodes moving in opposite direction certainly
signify minimum chance of meeting between the two nodes.

Figure 4: Skew movement vectors in opposite direction

(Converging vectors)
(Diverging vectors)
Figure 5: Skew movement vectors in same direction
On the other hand, if the nodes move in the same direction as
shown in Figure 5, then we need to check whether their
movement vectors are converging or diverging. This may be
done by calculating the difference between and
at the
current locations of node ‘A’ and ‘D’ and at the next
locations. If the difference is incrementing then movement
vectors are diverging else converging. If the movement
vectors are diverging then node ‘A’ is going away from node
‘D’ and there are rare chances for their contact. But if
movement vectors are converging then there is a high
probability that the two nodes meet.
Selection of angle ө for constructing arc in the direction of
movement:

D
S
ө
X

Figure 6: Construction of ARC in the direction of Movement
with optimum ө
Suppose ‘D’ is the node staying at the extreme end of node
S’s coverage area (inside the arc). If ‘D’ is stationary, ‘S’
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needs to travel X distance to come vertical to node ‘D’ (to
make an encounter) as shown in Figure 6. Since nodes ‘D’ is
not stationary, while ‘S’ travels X distance, ‘D’ travels X1
distance (may be ‘D’ is moving away from previous location
and assuming both nodes have same coverage area). Hence
even after ‘D’ travels this X1 distance, nodes must stay in
each other’s proximity.
R – X1 > 0
…. (1)
Here R denotes the communication range of nodes.
The X1 distance covered by ‘D’ should lie inside coverage
area of ‘S’ (Assuming ‘S’ also traveled X distance).
X = R × cos (ө)
.… (2)
Time T taken by node ‘S’ to cover distance X at speed v1 =
X/v1
Distance X1 travelled by node ‘D’ at speed v2 in T time
X1 = v2 × T
= v2 × (X/v1)
X1 = (v2/v1) × X
Replacing X by equation (2)
X1 = (v2/v1) × R× cos (ө)
…. (3)
Hence equation (1) now becomes:
R – (v2/v1) × R × cos (ө) > 0
…. (4)
For getting a guaranteed contact, there should be a minimum
overlap between communication ranges of ‘S’ and ‘D’.
Hence, R – (v2/v1) × R × cos (ө) > 1
…. (5)
If v2 < v1 then node ‘D’ will always be in the coverage range
of node ‘S’, hence one needs to consider the case where v2 >
v1.
Since we cannot predict the exact node and its velocity
which comes at the extreme end of arc, let us assume that v2
= 2 × v1
Then, 1 – 2 × cos (ө) > (1/R)

.... (6)

The minimum value of ө satisfying equation 6 will give
optimal results.

4. Result Analysis
The performance of the proposed protocol has been
evaluated in multiple scenarios generated with the help of
ONE simulator [39]. ONE is a java based simulator; where
new protocols for DTN can be executed with self-defined
scenarios and network parameters. Two vehicular
environment scenarios as well as a DTN scenario with
default parameters were considered.
4.1 Map Based Movement Model
The first scenario considered is a basic scenario consisting of
group of all kind of nodes such as Pedestrians, Cars, and
Trams. This is the default settings using in the ONE
Simulator. The details of this scenario are given in Table 1
and the properties of each group of nodes are listed in Table
2. A simple map-based movement model is used in the
Helsinki City Scenario where trams follow predefined routes.
Here two thirds of the remaining nodes are pedestrians and
one third is cars. The pedestrians and cars choose random
destinations in their route on the map and move there
following the shortest path.
Simulations for this configuration were run for a 24 hour
time period and the simulation results obtained are shown in
Figures 7-10. Performance of CALAR has been compared
with two related class of routing protocols, Social based and
Location based. The DLife and BubbleRap are two state of
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art social based routing protocols for DTNs. The graph in
Figure 7 shows the variation in delivery ratio with varying
values of TTL of messages. Message TTL determines the life
time of a message in the network before it is removed
permanently. As compared to community based routing
protocols, CALAR achieved a 78% increase in delivery ratio
with a less average latency.
Table 1: Map Based Movement Model
Parameter

Value

Network Size

4500 * 3400

Simulation Time

86400

Network Interface

Bluetooth Interface

No of Nodes

126

No of Groups

6

Transmit Range

10

Message Size

500 KB – 1 MB

Movement Model

Shortest Path Map Based
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CALAR is able to achieve such high delivery ratio than other
two community based routing protocols, because it considers
location information as well as movement direction of nodes
while forwarding message copies rather than using a single
community metric. Dlife and BubbleRap show similar
performance trends due to their common working strategy
that solely depends on the community structure with respect
to the node movement [40].
Figure 8 shows the average latency required to deliver a
message to its destination. Ability to forward a message to
nodes or nodes having more number of neighbors which
move in the direction of destination helps CALAR to achieve
better delivery performance with lower average latency as
compared to other two compared routing protocols namely
dLife and BubbleRap.

Table 2: DTN Group Specifications for Map Based
Movement Model
Group

Interfaces

No.
of
Hosts

Speed

1

BT

40

0.5 – 1.5

2

BT

40

2.7 – 13.9

3

BT

40

7 – 10

4

BT

2

7 – 10

5

BT

2

7 – 10

6

BT

2

7 – 10

Figure 8: Average Latency vs. message TTL of CALAR and
Community based routing protocols in Map based movement
model scenario.

BT: Bluetooth Transmission
HT: High Speed Transmission

Figure 9: Delivery Ratio vs. message TTL of CALAR
and location based routing protocols in Map based
movement scenario.

Figure 7: Delivery Ratio vs. TTL of CALAR and
Community based routing protocols in Map based movement
model scenario.

CALAR is also compared to three geographical based
routing protocols designed for DTNs namely Mobispace,
GeoDTN+Nav and Move. Figure 9 shows the variation in
delivery ratio of all the routing protocols i.e. CALAR and
other three compared location based routing protocols with
respect to message TTL.
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Since community structure plays a vital role, this information
when combined with location information, results in more
effective selection of relay nodes in the routing process of
CALAR and hence it obtains better results as compared to
other protocols. This also helps in reducing the average
latency of message delivery which can be seen from
simulation results shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Average Latency vs. message TTL of CALAR
and location based routing protocols in Map based
movement scenario.
4.2 Working Day Movement (WDM)Model
This is a more practical hybrid setting which consists of
nodes following both vehicular and human mobility. This
scenario uses Bus movement, working day movement and
map based movements as the mobility patterns. WDM is an
enhanced movement model which brings more reality to the
node movement by modeling three major activities typically
performed by humans during a working week first is sleeping
at home, second is working at the office, and third is going
out with friends in the evening. These three activities are
divided into corresponding sub-models between which the
simulated nodes transition, depending on the time of the day.
There are total 17 groups of nodes and properties of each of
the groups are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4: Group Specifications of Settings II
Group

Movement
Model

Speed

No. of
Hosts

1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15

Bus Movement

7 – 10

2

2,4,6,8,10

Bus Movement

0.8 – 1.4

16

12,14,16

Working
Day
Movement

0.8 – 1.4

16

17

Shortest
Path
Map Based

7 – 10

6

Both social based as well as location based routing protocols
were tested and compared with CALAR in this scenario.
Figures 11 and 12 show the variation of delivery ratio and
average latency with respect to message TTL of CALAR and
other community based routing protocols. Similarly
simulation results showing comparison of CALAR with
location based protocols for WDM scenario are presented in
Figures 13 and 14 respectively. The simulation results clearly
depict the performance gain obtained by CALAR. CALAR
achieves better delivery ratio when compared to both the
categories of routing protocols due to its ability to utilize
both location as well community structure while taking
routing decisions. Whereas location based routing protocols
rely only on the location and movement pattern of nodes and
social based routing protocols rely only on community
structure of nodes. A hybrid routing protocol such as
CALAR takes advantage of both the classes of protocols and
hence selects better relays for message forwarding.

Table 3: Working Day Movement Model
Parameter

Value

Network Size

10000 * 8000

Simulation Time

86400

Network Interface

Bluetooth Interface

No of Nodes

150

No of Groups

17

Transmit Range

10

Message Size

500 KB – 1 MB

No of Offices

50

Work Day Length

28800

Figure 11: Delivery Ratio vs. message TTL of CALAR and
Community based routing protocols in WDM scenario.
Even though CALAR achieves better performance as
compared to other protocols, the rate of increment in
performance is less as compared to results obtained in Map
based mobility model scenario. This is mainly because while
combining social and location aspects of the nodes,
stationary nodes in the WDM mobility model do not
contribute much to the delivery ratio.
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details of the vehicular environment are presented in Table 5
and Table 6 respectively.
Table 5: Vehicular Environment Settings

Figure 12: Delivery Ratio vs. message TTL of CALAR and
location based routing protocols in WDM scenario.

Figure 13: Average Latency vs. message TTL of CALAR
and Community based routing protocols in WDM scenario.

Parameters

value

Network size

10000 * 8000

Simulation Time

86400

Network Interface

Bluetooth Interface

No of Nodes

174

No of Groups

9

Transmit Range

10

Message Size

500 Kb – 1MB

Table 6: Group Specifications of Vehicular Settings
Group

No.
Hosts

1,3

of

Speed

Movement
Model

40

0.5 – 1.5

Shortest
Based

2

40

2.7 – 13.9

Map Route Based
(Car Route)

4,5,8

2

7 – 10

Map Route Based
(Tram Route)

6,9

16

0.8 – 1.4

Bus Movement

7

16

7 - 10

Bus Movement

Path

CALAR achieved nearly 35% (Figure 15) increment in
delivery ratio as compared to community based routing
protocols and nearly 75% increment in delivery ratio as
compared to location based routing protocols (Figure 16).
The average latency of the routing protocols in the vehicular
environment is shown in Figures 17 and 18. In pure
vehicular environment, CALAR achieved much better results
as compared to other location and community based routing
protocols, because of the use of location information in
conjunction with community structure for selecting nodes
that belongs to the destination community and are moving
towards destination.

Figure 14: Average Latency vs. message TTL of CALAR
and location based routing protocols in WDM scenario.
4.3 Vehicular Environment
The third scenario considered for performance evaluation is
a pure vehicular environment consisting of all mobile nodes.
The map used for mobility model is derived from Helsinki
city scenario. Simulation was done for a 24 hour period. The

Figure 15: Delivery Ratio vs. message TTL of CALAR
and other community based routing protocols in vehicular
scenario.
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The mobility traces used for defining map based movements
were rigid compared to the mobility traces used in default
scenario. More strictness in the mobility model makes less
flexibility in communication patterns and area that can be
traveled by nodes. Impact of this rigid structure is visible in
the delivery ratio of all routing protocols when scenario I and
scenario III are compared.

Vol. 9, No. 2, August 2017

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a routing scheme for delay tolerant
networks which combines both the social as well as location
aspects of mobile nodes in the network. Detailed study of the
proposed mechanism shows the relevance of the mechanism
for better data delivery in vehicular environments and DTN
environments. The strategy used i.e. combining different
aspects or properties of nodes been taken care in several
works, but the combination of social, location and mobility
together explores the feasibility of developing new protocols
which will suit for both DTN and Non-DTN environments
inevitably. The simulation results of CALAR in different
DTN scenarios show its improved performance over other
existing community and location based routing protocol due
to its better selection of relay nodes that belong to the
destination community and are moving towards destination.
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